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Mr. Butterfield was riding his horse home one evening at dusk when he rode into a pole that Mr. Forrester had left in the street. Butterfield was thrown from his horse and injured. The pole was observable from one hundred yards and could have been avoided had Butterfield exercised ordinary care. Butterfield sued Forrester for his injuries, but the judge, Lord Ellenborough, ruled he could not recover:

"A party is not to cast himself upon an obstruction which has been made by the fault of another, and avail himself of it, if he did not himself use common and ordinary caution to be in the right."

Thus the judge ruled that in order for the plaintiff to recover, two elements must have been present: the defendant must have been negligent, and the plaintiff must have been free from any negligence which may have contributed to his injury. And so this celebrated English case of 1809 first enunciated the legal doctrine of contributory negligence. This English rule moved across the ocean quickly and became part of the common law in America and Oklahoma.

The Supreme Court of Oklahoma ruled in 1896 in the case of Pittman v. City of El Reno that a plaintiff guilty of contributory negligence could not recover as a matter of law. The court held that if the facts showed any contributory neg-
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ligence on the part of the plaintiff, his claim must be dismissed by the trial judge.\textsuperscript{6} This doctrine was faithfully followed with slight modification in every subsequent Oklahoma case until the present. The Oklahoma courts attempted to modify this rather harsh legal doctrine by adopting the last clear chance doctrine and by attempting to adopt a court initiated rule of comparative negligence.

This latter attempt by some trial judges was swiftly and completely struck down by higher state courts. In a 1913 case, \textit{Hailey-Ola Coal Co. v. Morgan}, the trial judge instructed the jury that the plaintiff's negligence should not bar his recovery, but only serve to mitigate his damages.\textsuperscript{7} The Supreme Court of Oklahoma ruled that this instruction was error and that any plaintiff who was contributively negligent was barred from any recovery.\textsuperscript{8} The court made it clear that no theory of comparative negligence was permissible.\textsuperscript{9}

Oklahoma did adopt the last clear chance doctrine which was first enunciated in the 1842 English case, \textit{Davies v. Mann}.\textsuperscript{10} The court held that where a party had the last clear chance to avoid the accident and failed to do so, a plaintiff's negligence would then not bar recovery, or a defendant's negligence might not make him liable to the plaintiff, if the latter had the last clear chance to avoid his injury.\textsuperscript{11}

This modifying doctrine found quick acceptance in the U.S.\textsuperscript{12} and in Oklahoma.\textsuperscript{13} Since this doctrine in a sense weighs
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the relative fault of the parties, it could be considered a form of comparative negligence. It could be said that the doctrine presumes that the party having the last chance to avoid the injury was more negligent than the other, and thus allows the other party to win the lawsuit.\(^4\) A distinction can be made, however, between comparative negligence and the doctrine of the last clear chance since in the last clear chance doctrine here is no apportionment of damages.

Such was the state of contributory negligence and last clear chance until Senate Bill 138 was recently passed by the Oklahoma legislature. The bill brought Oklahoma a crippled step forward in its legal progress. It was a step forward because it eliminated the harsh and unfair doctrine of contributory negligence and replaced it with a type of comparative negligence. It was a crippled step because the legislation left unsolved several legal problems involved with comparative negligence that the courts and/or the legislature must now confront.

Comparative negligence is a legal doctrine which allows the plaintiff to recover even though he has contributed to his injury. Contributory negligence is still considered, but only to mitigate the recovery, rather than bar it. Thus a plaintiff can recover his damages minus the proportionate amount he was responsible for. A plaintiff who was 30% negligent, or responsible, could recover 70% of his damages.

There are basically three types of comparative negligence statutes: the “pure” type, the 50% type, and the 49% type. The pure type states that a plaintiff’s negligence will not bar his recovery, but will simply diminish the amount of his recovery in proportion to the amount of his fault. Thus if a plaintiff is 70% negligent, he can recover 30% of his dam-

\(^4\) See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 479 (1965).
ages. The Federal Employer's Liability Act of 1908, which applied to all federal and state courts where a railroad employee was injured while engaged in interstate commerce, was the first federal adoption of comparative negligence, and it was the “pure” type.\footnote{Mississippi adopted the “pure” type of comparative negligence in 1910.\footref{footnote-16}}

The salient criticism of this type of comparative negligence is that it allows a plaintiff to recover from a defendant even though that defendant was less negligent that the plaintiff. Thus the one with the greater fault can recover from the one with the lesser fault.\footnote{See Ghiardi and Hagan, \textit{Comparative Negligence-The Wisconsin Rule and Procedure}, 18 Defense L.J. 537, 544 (1963).}

The second type is the 50\% type. Under this statute the plaintiff can recover only if his negligence did not exceed the defendant's. Thus a plaintiff 50\% negligent could recover 50\% of his damages.

The third type, the 49\% form, states that in order for the plaintiff to recover he must be less at fault than the defendant. The difference between the latter two is one percent, but the legal ideological difference could be construed as much greater.

Senate Bill No. 138, the new Oklahoma law, is a 49\% statute. In order for the plaintiff to recover, his negligence must be of a lesser degree than that of the defendant. Thus while Oklahoma has eliminated the doctrine of contributory negligence as a complete bar to recovery, it has left unanswered several questions on its application, and one on its constitutionality.

Article 23, §6 of the state constitution states that, “The defense of contributory negligence or of assumption of risk shall, in all cases, be a question of fact, and shall, at all times,
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be left to the jury."\textsuperscript{18} If one assumes that this precludes a
definition of contributory negligence other than the common
law definition, then the new statute is unconstitutional. If
the interpretation is that contributory negligence, whatever
that might be, shall be a question of fact for the jury, then
the statute is perfectly legal.

Questioning of the sponsor of the bill in the House re-
vealed that this concern was expressed, but was disregarded
as not likely to be a problem. Court decisions seem to back
up this view. Oklahoma courts have ruled that this constitu-
tional section does not apply to actions controlled by the Fed-
eral Employer's Liability Act, which has a provision changing
the common law doctrine of contributory negligence to com-
parative negligence.\textsuperscript{19} Also, other state courts have ruled that
this section is merely a procedural one, rather than a sub-
stantive one.\textsuperscript{20} Being procedural in nature, it can and should
be construed as leaving contributory negligence for the jury
to decide, but not precluding any legislative ability to change
the effect of such negligence, without a constitutional amend-
ment. It should be remembered that the new law does not
eliminate the defense of contributory negligence. It can still
be pleaded, but now only diminishes recovery, rather than
barring it.

Assuming the constitutionality of the statute, it is nec-
essary to consider more serious problems dealing with its
application. These problems are basically, 1) the effect on the
last clear chance doctrine, 2) the problem with multiple de-
fendants, and 3) general verdicts versus special verdicts.

In states with comparative negligence statutes there is
a conflict of authority as to whether comparative negligence
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eliminates the last clear chance doctrine. In states which do not see any inconsistency, the view is that where the party shown to have the last clear chance to avoid the injury could be solely liable, there is no inconsistency if last clear chance is viewed as an element of proximate cause.\(^{21}\) It should be noted that in these states the courts have ruled that where the plaintiff’s negligence continues until the time of the injury, the rule is inapplicable.\(^{22}\)

In states which have judicially eliminated last clear chance, the theory was that this doctrine was merely a softening of contributory negligence, and was in reality a form of comparative negligence, which apportioned fault, if not damages.\(^{23}\)

Prosser has called the doctrine unnecessary in comparative negligence states, contending that the doctrine has “frozen the transition from contributory negligence to comparative negligence.”\(^{24}\) While the word “frozen” may be extreme, Prosser argues that the intent of last clear chance was to shift the legal state to comparative negligence with all due speed, and this the doctrine failed to do.\(^{25}\)

Malcolm MacIntyre, Professor of Law at the University of Alberta, in Canada, wrote in the Harvard Law Review:

The whole last clear chance doctrine is only a disguised escape, by way of comparative fault, from contributory negligence as an absolute bar, and serves no useful purpose in jurisdictions which have enacted
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apportionment statutes. The decisions superimposing last clear chance upon these statutes ... add injustice as well as complexity to an already confused corpus juris. Had the statutes not been thus hamstrung, they would have provided the means of doing openly and more completely what the courts have been doing unavowedly and incompletely ever since Davies v. Mann.

Every vestige of last clear chance must be swept away in favor of apportionment.26

Thus both Prosser and MacIntyre see no need for last clear chance in comparative negligence states. The last chance to avoid the injury is merely another element in determining apportionment of fault. There thus being no need for the doctrine, it should be eliminated by the courts in the state at the first opportunity.

Where there is only one defendant, the plaintiff recovers his damages minus the proportional amount of his fault. In Oklahoma, the plaintiff's negligence must be of a lesser degree than the defendant's. When there is more than one defendant, the problem becomes apparent. Can the plaintiff join the defendants to determine whether he was less at fault than they were? If the defendants combined were more at fault, can the plaintiff recover his damages against one of the defendants who was individually less at fault than the plaintiff? Are the defendants jointly and severally liable for the total amount or are they only liable in proportion to their contributing fault?

These questions, while unnecessary in a state with a pure form of comparative negligence, are extremely germane to Oklahoma with a 49% statute. And, of course, one other question arises out of this quagmire. If the defendants are jointly and severally liable, (or only those defendants who were of greater fault), should there be a right of contribution among the defendants on an equal or proportional basis?

26 MacIntyre at 1251-2.
The right of the plaintiff to combine the defendants to determine whether he was less negligent than they were as a group is allowed only in Arkansas. The Supreme Court of Arkansas ruled in Walton v. Tull that a plaintiff could combine the negligence of the defendants and if that combined negligence was greater than his, he could recover against any of the defendants, irrespective of their individual fault as compared to the plaintiff.27 Thus where the plaintiff was 25% negligent, and defendants A, B, and C each 25% negligent, the plaintiff can recover 75% of his damages against any of the defendants. In a more extreme example where plaintiff was 40% negligent, defendant A 40% at fault, defendant B 15%, and defendant C 5%, the plaintiff can recover 60% of his damages against C, even though the plaintiff was 35% more at fault than C was. Not surprisingly, there was a strong dissent in this case by Chief Justice Harris.28

The fairer rule, is to prohibit the plaintiff from combining the negligence of the defendants, and to allow him to recover only against defendants who were individually more at fault.

One can now hear the anguished cries of lawyers pleading that their client should not be barred from recovery if he was 40% negligent and the two defendants each 30%. But is it fair that a defendant who was less at fault than the plaintiff pay for the total amount of the plaintiff's damages?

This leads into the next issue which is the apportionment of damages among the defendants. The statute apportions the fault and as such the damages as between the plaintiff and defendants. But why stop there? Why not also apportion the damages among the defendants in accordance with their relative fault? If the defendants were responsible to the plaintiff on a pro rata basis, rather than jointly and severally liable, then a strong case could be made for adopting the Arkansas
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rule expressed in the Walton case. But if there is no pro rata apportionment of damages, then it seems unjust and unreasonable to extend the number of situations where the defendants could be liable for injuries in an amount far out of proportion to their degree of fault. If the plaintiff is 10% at fault, Defendant A 15%, defendant B 75%, then defendant A could be liable for 90% of the plaintiff's damages, even though responsible for only 15%.

Since there is little likelihood that the common law rule holding joint tortfeasors jointly and severally liable will be changed in the near future, there is one possible alternative. At the present time there is generally no right of contribution among joint tortfeasors in Oklahoma.29 There is no rational reason why the right of contribution cannot exist on a pro rata basis. This would in no way affect the plaintiff's right to recover against any defendant the entire judgment, if that defendant had greater fault. But it would allow each defendant to be responsible for the amount of damage he caused. Thus if the plaintiff were 20% at fault, defendant A 30%, and defendant B 50%, the plaintiff could recover 80% of his damages from A, but then A could recover 5/8 of that judgment from B, or if B paid, B could recover 3/8 from A.

Arkansas has such a provision in its Uniform Contribution Among Joint Tortfeasors Act which states:

When there is such a disproportion of fault among joint tortfeasors as to render inequitable an equal distribution among them of the common liability by contribution, the relative degrees of fault of the joint tortfeasors shall be considered in determining their pro rata shares solely for the purpose of determining their rights of contribution among themselves, each remaining severally liable to the injured person for the whole injury as at common law.30

29 See Cain v. Quannah Light & Ice Co., 18 Okla. 25, 267 P. 641 (1928), where the court held that the right of contribution does not apply as between joint tortfeasors.
The plaintiff has been greatly aided by the comparative negligence law and rightly so. It is essential that the defendant also receive some fairness and equitable treatment as well. It is of the utmost urgency that Oklahoma follow Arkansas's example and pass a joint tortfeasors contribution act. It is unconscionable that a defendant 15% at fault should have to pay 90% of the plaintiff's damages, and then have no recourse against another defendant who was 75% at fault.

A special verdict is where the judge issues a series of questions to the jury, which the jury answers without knowing the effect of those answers. Based on those answers the judge renders the final verdict. The special verdict has been criticised as inconsistent with trial by jury, letting the jury listen and weigh the evidence, but not letting them render the verdict. But while there are cogent and persuasive arguments against special verdicts, the arguments in support of them are stronger. Prosser, in a Michigan Law Review article, argues that special verdicts tend to eliminate both jury confusion and prejudice:

The advantages claimed for the special verdict are many. So far as they are pertinent to the apportionment of damages, the most important is of course that the jury is no longer given a free hand in a cloak of secrecy, and the court is informed as to what has been done. If the instructions have been thrown out the window, if they have been misunderstood, if there has been error in applying them, even in arithmetic, it may be corrected, rather than allowed to stand. [B]eyond this, the jury is forced to give detailed consideration to the issue, rather than to jump at a general conclusion without paying any attention to it. A jury which on general principles would return a large verdict in favor of a pretty woman and against a railroad company may well hesitate to return special findings which it knows to be against the evidence. Finally, the special verdict may, in
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many cases, avoid the necessity of long and complicated instructions, incomprehensible to anyone but a lawyer, and in themselves a fertile source of error.\textsuperscript{32}

The need for special verdicts also becomes apparent when considering the necessity of eliminating defendants who are less negligent than the plaintiff, as well as the necessity of apportioning the damages among the defendants for the purposes of contribution. (This assumes that the aggregation of the fault of the defendants will not be allowed, and that Oklahoma will pass a joint tortfeasors contribution act.) Oklahoma has a provision for special verdicts\textsuperscript{33}, and they should be used at all times when a comparative negligence case demands it.

The basic and most important intent of the new statute was to eliminate the old common law. After many years of trying the votes were finally sufficient for its passage, and it was passed without serious consideration being given to the problems it might cause. The thinking was that such problems would be dealt with later by the courts and the legislature.

Comparative negligence has been described as fairness to all parties involved. There is no question that the new law is fair to the plaintiff. Only time will tell whether it will be ensured that the law is fair to the defendant as well.

\textit{Neil Wallace}
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